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Istanbul Technical University – Department of Architecture 

MIM 212E - Architectural Design IV, 24995 
Course Syllabus | 2021-2022 Spring Semester  
 
 
Course Day and Hour : Monday – Thursday  13:30-17:30  Course Instructor:  Dr. Sevgi Türkkan  
Course Room :  e-mail:  sevgiturkkan@gmail.com 
Course Credit : Office no: 210 D 
Course Web Site :  

 
Project Studio Description 

Vernacular, is often used to refer to domestic, civilian buildings, a type of local or regional construction, using traditional materials and 
resources from the area. 1970’s onwards, there was an excitement in architecture to reconsider the vernacular in terms of its new 
potentials for spatial production and experimentation (Architecture without Architects, Rural Studio, Critical regionalism, etc.). Yet, the 
notion of vernacular calls for further scrutiny.  

Today two radical scales of spatial presence define our experiences simultaneously (as many experienced during the pandemic): the 
immediacy of the super-local (our neighborhoods, homes, rooms, bodies) and the vast possibilities of hyper-presence (of knowledge, 
people and goods around the world thanks to digital and logistic infrastructures). 

Climate urgencies and social issues triggered creative fields to focus on he potentials of the local (100 miles menu, slow design, re-use, 
up-cycling, design by scarcity), while distributed knowledge and technologies made possible even medical operations to be performed from 
across the globe.  

What does it mean for spatial practices to be vernacular today? 

How can it be studied, understood and reimagined beyond stylistic or traditionalistic perspectives? 

How can representational practices of different disciplines feed our spatial understandings?  

What creative potentials and critical impacts do scarcity, slowness, and situatedness provide for architectural design? 

The studio will be dealing with the question of the new vernacular in architecture today. We will be working on different sites of Istanbul 
(urban, fringe, island, etc.), with design questions and exercises, as well as readings and discussions. Explorations on multi-disciplinary 
representation modes will play a key role in understanding and reimagining new spatial scenarios. Scarcity, slowness, and situatedness 
will be the three main strategies in our investigative and creative journey into architectural thinking. 

The studio will consist of 3 modules: Module 1 / Slowness, Module 2 / Scarcity, Module 3 / Situatedness. The Project 4 students will be 
expected to provide a slight level of more advanced descriptions of their imagined architectural scenarios. 

 

Project Studio Structure and Plan  

Course Plan  

WEEK DATE TOPIC 
1 Introduction + Warm Up Exercise  
2 Module 1 / Slowness Field trip  
3  Progression of the works 
4 Module 1 / Submission  In-studio presentations & peer to peer review 
5 Module 2 / Scarcity Content search through excursions in Istanbul  
6  Mapping, drawing, image & video production 
7  Progression of the works 
8 Module 2 - Submission  
9 Module 3 / Situatedness Introduction & discussion 

10  Readings & Seminars 
11  Progression of the works 
12  Progression of the works 
13  Progression of the works 
14 Final Submission Exhibition & reviews 
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Recommended Readings 

There will be collective reading & discussions sessions, organized as seminars. There will be additional reading materials provided. 

• Architecture without architects, an introduction to nonpedigreed architecture, Bernard Rudofsky, The Museum of Modern Art: 
Distributed by Doubleday, Garden City, N.Y., 1964. 

• Awan, N.; Schneider, T.; Till, J. (2011). Spatial agency: other ways of doing architecture, New York, NY: Routledge. 
• Encyclopedia of Vernacular Architecture of the World, Ed.by Paul Oliver, Oxford Brookes University, 1997 
• The Design of Scarcity, Jeremy Till, Jon Goodbun, Andreas Rumpfhuber, Michael Klein, Strelka Press, 2017 
• Architects After Architecture, Alternative Pathways for Practice, Edited by Harriet Harriss, Rory Hyde, Roberta Marcaccio, 2020, 

Routledge, New York 
• Cradle to Cradle, McDonough & Braumgart, 2009 
• The Upcycle - McDonough & Braungart, 2013 
• Hungry City: How Food Shapes Our Lives, Carolyn Steel, 2013 
• Carolyn Steel on the Question of How to Feed Cities - 'On Cities' Masterclass Series: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5OKRc0tl8Q  
• https://www.super-local.org/ 
• https://feralatlas.org/ 

 
Project Studio Assessment  

Final grading scheme consists of (1) %60 Semester evaluation + (2) %40 Final Submission evaluation.  
(1) Semester Evaluation is based on: Individual and collective term works submitted for each module, as well as  of the semester.  
(2) Final Evaluation is based on: The final individual submission of all semester works compiled and presented in given format (TBA). 

Students can be eligible for final Submissions evaluation if a minimum score of 60 from the semester evaluation. 

Studio attendance will be assessed based on the participation of the students in class. There will be different types of evaluations and 
feedbacks during the process, such as of peer-to-peer evaluation, post-it evaluation, and visiting reviewers. The submissions for each 
module will be announced in detail during the course. Student will produce a final presentation, which compiles their productions 
throughout the semester in a given format. 

Contributors  
There will be invited and visited contributors to the studio in the role of reviewer, as well as lecturer or stakeholder.  


